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About This Game

A thrilling gem-matching adventure awaits those who dare to explore the jungle of the Aztecs, where untold treasure lies hidden
deep within an ancient temple! Will you dare to venture into the tangle, where you'll discover the long forgotten powers of the

totems, and learn to unleash their magic on arrays of glittering gems? Can you master the variety of bonuses, and use their
explosive abilities to rack up insane high scores? And will you be able to complete each quest that stands before you, no matter

how formidable? Then you are ready for the all-new Treasures of Montezuma 5.

Featuring a return to longer level times and more challenging goals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 offers a variety of captivating
modes, from classic gem-gathering quests to intense treasure hunting missions. Each new twist and turn will keep you on the

edge of your seat as you visit the Store to upgrade the totems and bonuses, try your luck at the Slot Machine, and earn dozens of
gratifying Achievements. Offering butter-smooth gameplay and jaw-dropping visuals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 breathes new

and exciting life into the gem-matching genre and will provide hours of addictive fun!

Game features:

* Dozens of thrilling levels
* Several captivating game modes
* Explosive bonuses and powers

* Challenging achievements
* Jaw-dropping visuals
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Early access... Way too early. The graphic are inconsistent. The lighting needs a lot of work. Gameplay is sketchy. Also, what's
up with the invisible walls in front of the building? If I want to go smash my face against a wall, I like to be able to lol
Seriously, I had expectations for this game, I would have liked a Indie version of Watch Dog, where terminal hacks are possible.
Even maybe a bit of programming involved.
I played it and I figure that I shouldn't have. The only people who should play this game at that moment are the developpers.
Advice to make it a great game, focus on one thing at a time, there's no point making progress in the story if the first half an
hour of playing the game feels like torture.

Ok maybe it's not fair, I have been trying to find a game that you can move like in Watch Dog( or even a mix of Assassin Creed
and GTA) and perform terminal hack like in Hacknet.

If anybody find such a game, please sign me in.
In the meantime, I will follow the game, because you never know...
With dedication and an open mind, everything is possible.

Good luck!. I was hesitant to buy this when I saw the low amount of reviews but reading those 50 reviews (the majority of
which are positive) I thought I may as well try it out. I mean I can always refund. I then purchased the title and jumped online to
discover all of the official servers empty. In total there were only 6 people playing online. I almost refunded it immediately. I
mean for a new release to not have any real online community was disheartening.

I decided to play anyway with the intent to refund the game. Well 2 hours later I was having a blast. This game is a lot of fun.
Kind of an old school adventure game. For a simple looking game it is actually quite a bit of fun and is certainly challenging so
far. The game runs great and the bugs that I have discovered are very minimal and in no way game breaking so far. In fact this is
one of the better EA releases I have played; and I fall for a lot of EA titles. This one shows a lot of promise. It's a relaxing game
to play with plenty of tense oh %$#@ moments to mix it up. It is not D&D but it reminds me of D&D adventures...

There is a lot of work ahead for the devs but so far so good. Even with the lack of player pop I will play this anyway. I love a
good survival\/adventure\/fantasy type game.. HELLO this game is a very good game and it's perfect for multiplayer.Please
astragon add multiplayer in this game.PLEASE. Now i love drones i own a few my self this game is a bag of crap steam refund
here i come. Have you heard of the high elves?. ZION was released too quickly after being greenlit. It's hard to believe that the
game could not be improved if the effort was made. I didn't expect this to immediately show up on Steam after it was greenlit
and not even be in early access. The concept is great and there is potential, however, the game never made it past what is clearly
a very underdeveloped state.

ZION should be changed to early access (if possible) and should be worked on regularly. Improvements should be made and
updates published for the players. This game could actually be something if it got the attention it deserved. Currently, I feel bad
for anyone who voted for this game on greenlight and \/ or purchased it afterward.. Storyline is good but you get many options
and no idea in knowing if you can do them or not.
And some options require too much stat so early on in the game.

Other similar games do a better job in informing if you can do something or not or only the options you can successfully do will
be available to choose or in bold.

This game needs some more mechanics. At least automatic failure does not mean immediate death so loosing a roll is not the
end of the game. But later on you don't know if this choice can be done or not because you don't know how much skill you
require and eventually you will end up dying.. Full Disclosure Desert Owl owns Pox Nora therefore I auto purchased this game
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with the intent to give them 10\/10 review and possibly encourage another sale or two.

Happy to say (and suprised) that I like the game enough to say it's worthy of purchase all by it's self. It's a nice little
puzzle\/coffee break game. It's in fact a more colorful and far more enjoyable version of "Snake" which isn't all that exciting in
and of itself. However there's something to be said for keeping it simple and sticking with what works. It's bright, challenging,
and the core premise taken right from the of the original Snake's core and only mechanic is still enjoyable.

It's not groundbreaking but again Pox Nora so.........10\/10!!!!! MUST BUY. At first, I was sceptical about a Portal mod that
focused solely on energy pellets, so I was delighted when this mod far exceeded my expectations. The puzzles, while
challenging, do not require any ninja-skills, being instead very logical and fun to solve.

I would definitely recommend Rexaura to all fans of Portal, especially since it is free.
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Awesome idea; I love it! VR Surviving is interesting and intriguing. Can\u2019t wait when the game will be finished. Bought it
to support Alex.

Keep it up :). This isnt Football Mogul. Wanted to like it but can't. Save your money. Even if its on sale.. pretty good game. i do
recommend this game because it's better then the ps4 version but does anybody else notice when u go to into intimacy mode and
do stuff the girls have no reaction like in the older games if i'm not mistaken that's soft censorship. This game was a truly fine
addition to my library, enriching my life beyond it's limits, but sadly I wasn't ready for it. In short they gave me a refund and
restored 49 cents to my wallet.. I CANNOT recommend this game enough!!! I hope this demo gets developted further! A
MUST for VIVE owners!!!!
I hope othter vive developers take this style of play and movement and encorperate it into more games!

Download it! No question about it!!! BEST $3 you will spend for the VIVE!
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